Introduction
We study sampling and interpolation for two-dimensional Fourier transforms. Given a convex domain M C R 2, consider the corresponding Paley-Wiener space (1) 
PWM= {f ;f(z)=/Mei@'~)O(~)dm ~, CEL2(M)}
endowed with the L2(R2)-norm. Here R 2 is considered as the real plane in C 2, dm stands for the plane Lebesgue measure, and {.,. } is the C2-scalar product:
(~, C> =~1 r +~2r for ~; (~1, ~2), C----(C1, r ~ C 2
Following [2] and [8] we say that a sequence f~={aJ}cR 2 is interpolating for PWM if for each a={a~}~ea ~12(ft) there exists fEPWM solving the interpolation problem (2) f(w)=a~, wCft.
If the solution to this problem is always unique we say that ft is a complete interpolating sequence for PWM. It follows from the Banach inverse operator theorem that in this case t2 is also a sampling sequence, i.e.
All{f(cJ)}llz2 <_ ItfllPwM _<Bll{f(cv)}lll2, fCPWM, for some A, B>0 independent of f. These notions admit a natural image processing interpretation. The sampling property implies stability of the reconstruction of an image (two-dimensional signal) with spectra located in M via its sample values {f(co)}~ea , and the interpolation property implies non-redundancy of the set ft.
Thus a complete interpolating sequence provides both stable and non-redundant sampling of images with spectra in M. What makes the problem interesting besides the image processing interpretation is the connection with multiple Fourier series. A simple duality reasoning (see e.g. [7] in the one-dimensional case) shows that, if ft is a complete interpolating sequence, the corresponding system of exponential functions is a Riesz basis in L2(M). This means that functions fl'om L2(M) can be expanded in multiple Fourier series similar to the classical ones. The problem of describing complete interpolating sequences for one-dimensional Pale~Wiener spaces has been studied very intensively, starting from the classical works [17] , [3] , [2] . A full description of real complete interpolating sequences (as zero sets of certain entire functions) was obtained in [22] . See [15] , [7] , [14] , [13] for further developments as well as for a historic survey. We also refer the reader to [6] , [1] for references concerning applications to signal analysis.
Interpolation from discrete subsets of C ~ was studied in [5] , [11] , [25] for entire functions f of given exponential type a>0, Ilfllz~(R-,~)<ec. For spaces of entire functions of finite order with growth controlled by a given indicator, a similar interpolation problem was considered in [24] , [18] , [19] , [20] . The topology of those spaces is generated by a countable family of norms and interpolation is possible only from sets of non-uniqueness. The notion of complete interpolating sequences does not make sense for those spaces. The only examples of complete interpolating sequences in several variables known to the authors concern the spaces PWM with rectangular (or parallelogram) domains M. For such domains a complete interpolating sequence may be realized as, say, a lattice, the proof of this fact is just a "direct product" of the corresponding one-dimensional proofs.
For more general M's the question is to find at least some complete interpolating sequences for a given M, rather than to obtain their complete description. In the present article we answer this question for the case when M is a convex polygon, which is symmetric with respect to the origin. The problem of constructing complete interpolating sequences for the spaces PWM with polygonal domains M was mentioned to the first author by V. P. Palamodov during a conference at the University of Bordeaux I in 1995. Another feature of polygonal M is that in this case PWM consists of functions of completely regular growth with respect to the supporting function of M [26] . We restrict ourselves to the two-dimensional case only; in higher dimensions additional symmetries for each side of the supporting domain are needed for our approach. The objectives are to show that this case can still be handled with in essence one-dimensional machinery. The key words are entire functions with plane zeros, i.e. functions whose zero sets are unions of hyperplanes.
Such functions were studied in [4] . They were applied to interpolation problems in [20] , [25] (interpolation with indicator control), and then in [21] (interpolation fl'om unions of hyperplanes). Being of a quite simple nature, these functions make it possible to avoid "standard" difficulties related to division of analytic functions of several variables.
We construct entire functions with plane zeros in C 2, generating complete interpolating sequences for the space PVV-M. Being of complex dimension 1, the zero set Z of an entire function in C 2 itself cannot form such a sequence (in contrast to the one-dimensional case), however it produces a discrete set f~cZ which fits our needs, namely the collection of all pairwise intersections of the zero hyperplanes. In our construction f~ cR 2 and, if being uniformly separated (i.e. the distance between each pair of distinct points is uniformly bounded off zero), it forms the desired complete interpolating sequence. Such an idea was exploited for example in [25] .
If ft is not uniformly separated, the interpolation problem (2) can have no solution. One has to modify it by introducing a corresponding block interpolation procedure with simultaneous interpolation at bunches of points which are located close to each other. In this procedure the assumption {a~}cl 2 should be replaced by a more complicated one (see below, Section 6).
The article is organized as follows. The next section contains preliminary information on spaces of analytic functions and also on Riesz bases. Construction of a complete interpolating sequence f~ is given in Section 3. In Section 4 we prove that f~ is a set of uniqueness. If being uniformly separated this set is a complete interpolating sequence for PWM. This is proved in Section 5, which completes "the simpler part" of the article. For the case of non-separated ft (which is considered in Section 6) we need some heavier machinery. In particular we obtain a special integral representation for rational functions (see Lemma 6.3) which seems to be of some independent interest.
Preliminary information
We start with a multi-dimensional analog of the classical Paley-Wiener theo- 
The constant is independent of FEPWM.
Pro@ Set
(1) Here and in the sequel the sign ~ means that the ratio of the two sides lies between two positive constants.
The Plancherel equality yields Therefore IF(r _< HFIIPwM IIxM(r )llPw. < Const Ilrllpw~, where the constant is independent of F. Inequality (4) is now straightforward. Now we recall some basic facts concerning complete interpolating sequences in one-dimensional Patey-Wiener spaces. We refer the reMer to [7] , [10] (2) , and Mso (i) the zero set {(k} is uniformly separated: (6) inf ICk-r = 6 > 0; kr (ii) there exists a, constant C>O such that 1 (7) ~ < IS(r ~-< ~m<l <C for dist(r {(k}) > ~0 6.
(2) Both in [22] and [9] , a more general class consisting of sequences located in a horizontal strip is considered. For our purposes it suffices to consider the real sequences only. 
II{xk}lll ( xk ),
where the constant is independent of the choice of {xk}; (ii) there exist projectors :
=id and, for
We also need some facts about Hardy spaces in two variables. Let 
Together with (8) this yields the proposition.
A similar inequality holds for functions in PWM.
Proposition 2.5. Let a sequence of points {((k)} satisfy (9) and (10) . Then, for each FEPWM,
where the constant is independent of F. Proposition 2.6. Let numbers a, bCR, abT~O and 51,52>0 be given. Then, for each hET-I ,
where the constant is independent of h.
Proof. Let, for definiteness, b>0. Fix a number s with 0<s< 10 min{b, 51,52}.
Using subharmonicity we obtain Besides IInNH,~=0, mr
and it remains to apply (8).
The lemma below will be used in Section 6 for the block interpolation. 
Let also {~n} be rational functions of degree at most s (s does not depend on n) vanishing at infinity and such that all poles of "~, are located in s-neighbourhoods
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume the sequence {g?n} to be finite. Let p~(() be polynomials with leading coefficients 1, whose zeros coincide with the poles of ~,~. For simplicity we assume degpn =s for all n. Clearly 0<al(-~,~l ~<lpn(()l<Al(-(nl s, ifls where a and A are independent of n. Letting Cn=~n(()P~(() we see that (11) ll~nlh~(m • I~,~l. and it remains to use (11) and also the fact that the linear measure concentrated on [J Fn is a Carleson measure.
Construction of a complete interpolating sequence
Let McR 2 be a convex polygon which is symmetric with respect to the origin. It has an even number of vertices. Denote them a (k), k=l, 2, ..., 2N according to the counterclockwise order in which they appear on the boundary of M. We have a (k) =-a (k+N), k=l, ..., N. Define the vectors b (k) ER 2 by
Then by induction on N,
The supporting function of M is now explicit
where the real constants c~k will be specified later. This function will generate the desired complete interpolating sequence for PI/VM, and we summarize here some of its properties.
Proposition 3.1.
(i) Given 5>0, the function S satisfies
(ii) the zero set Z of the function S is the union of the hyperplanes 
I(b(J), and c (k) cR 2 is the unit normal vector to b (k) which turns into b(k)/Ib(k) I if being rotated by ~rl in the clockwise direction.
Proof. Relation (14) follows from (12) and a direct estimate of each factor in (13).
The zero set of the k-th factor sin(1r((z,b(k)}--ak)) in (13) is the union of the disjoint hyperplanes P(k'n)={zEC2;(z~b(k)}=n+ak}, nEZ. Each such plane admits the representation p(k,,~) = {z = b (k'n) +c(k)~ ; ~ c C}.
is the normal vector to p(k,~) dropped from the origin. We shall also consider the "real" and "imaginary" parts of p(k,n):
For k17dk2, the set P(kl'n~)AP(k2'n2) consists of the unique point w (kl,n~)(k2'n2) satisfying the equation
This equation (with respect to r and r has only one solution, which is real. We denote it by
x(kl,~l) We also let ft(kkl,n~) = {W(kl,nx)(k,n) ;n E Z}, The proof is complete.
In the next sections we will show that if ~ is uniformly separated, then it is a complete interpolating sequence for PWM.
Let the numbers/3~ ~'n~ be chosen so that the function Now the Liouville theorem yields ~=0 and hence f=0, which completes the proof.
Solution to the interpolation problem
In this section we solve the interpolation problem (2) under the assumption that oe~EM and ft is uniformly separated. where
sin(rr (z, b (k) } -c k) r ,n(Z) = "
The function r vanishes on ~t\ {co}, and also as follows from the fact that f~ is uniformly separated. 
fa(z)= E ~O~(z), z 9 wC~t
The series converges in PWM norm and also uniformly on compact sets in C 2.
Proof. It suffices to assume that a~0 for a finite number of w's only and prove that the function fa, represented by (19) (for finite a no convergence problems appear) satisfies J//~JJ < Const IlalJz2(~).
For arbitrary ael2(Q) the statement will then follow as a limit case.
Further we may fix some kl, k2 C { 1, ..., N}, kl/~k2, and assume that all nonzero a~ correspond to points w of the form w=w (kl,nl)(k~,n2), nl, n2EZ. This is because each a can be represented as a union of at most 89 such sequences with pairwise disjoint supports. Now (after fixing kl and k2) set 02nl ,n2 = 02(kl ,nl),('~2 ,n~),
Taking (18) 
fa(Z):{ ~ sin(7r((z,b(k)}--C~k))}ga(Z), kr ga(Z)=~-~r]~l'nl(Z) C r]~2'n2[Z)~ =EVT~l(<z'b(]g2)>)~kl'nl(z)' T~ 1
nl ,n2 ) nl
v.i (r = 5-" anl,n2 ~in(~(r e PW~. Cnl,n 2 ~--7Z2 --O~k2
Set a(n~)={an~,.~}n~ez. We In the general case the sequence f~, as constructed above, need not be uniformly separated. This forces one to implement the block interpolation procedure as presented in Section 6. Another approach is to modify the generating function S. One can easily see that reasoning is still valid if each of the k-th factors in (13) be replaced by sk ((z, b(k)l) , where sk(~) is a sine-type function of type ir with real zeros. We do not know whether it is possible to find the factors sk(~) in a way to make the corresponding set ft uniformly separated.
In view of possible image analysis applications, it may be important to approximate the original polygon by one with a separation property. To this end the following approximation procedure can be proposed. (20) with all k and ks.
As can be easily seen from the construction, the points 6.(J) can be chosen such that/lgcM as welt as MDM.
The proof is complete.
By applying a standard duality reasoning (see e.g. [7] ), one can read Theorem 2 as one about Fourier series expansions in M. 
Main lemmas
In this section we consider the case when the sequence ft is not uniformly separated, but still contains no multiple points, i.e. c~EM.
Then, for each A>I there exists e0=e0(6)>0 and A=A(A)>0 with the fob lowing property. Such a partition can be obtained in several steps. Fix an e>0 and take e-neighbourhoods of all points from ft. If they are disjoint, we are done. If not, split their union into connected components A~ and let 1 ftk=AkA~2. Take max(e, A diam ~2~)-neighbourhoods of each ftl. If they are disjoint, we are done. If not, take the connected components of their union and repeat the procedure. It is easy to see that, if the initial c was small enough, then after a finite number of steps the procedure will be completed with the desired partition.
For each e<c0 one can represent f~ as
We shall call such a representation an (e, &)-partition of ft, keeping in mind its main characteristics: c the order of the sizes of the blocks, and A the relative distance between the blocks.
We may also assume c to be chosen small enough such that, given kl,k2 9 {1, ..., N}, each 12z contains at most one point of the form cz (kl'~,)(k~'n~), and the condition cz(kl,,~)(k~,~), w (k~'n~)(ks'n~) Efh implies c~ (k~'~d(k~'n3) Efh, /=1, 2, ....
Given such an (c, A)-partition (22) 
{;D(m)f} 9 12({X,~}).
Before proving the lemmas we need to fix a convenient parameterization of the set {f~m}. First note that in the case when f~,~ consists of one point, the construction of 7 J(m) as well as the verification of (24) related to such ft~'s are quite straightforward and similar to the one-dimensional case. We omit the details.
We say that ft,~ is a bunch if it contains more than one point. Each such bunch is a union of pairwise intersections of the lines R (kl'nl), R(k~,n~), ..., R (k .... ), where the indices kl, k2,..., ks are pairwise distinct. The collection {kl, k2,..., ks} defines the type of the bunch. Given the type, one can define the bunch uniquely just by fixing one of its points, co (k~'~)(k~,~), say. So each bunch is defined uniquely by its type (]~1, k2, ---, ks} and a pair of indices. Since the total number of possible different types is finite, we may assume that all bunches have the same type {1, 2, ..., s}.
Making a change of variables if necessary, we may reduce the problem to the 
~2 r )
These are rationM functions of degree at most s-1. They decay at infinity and their poles are located at points xil which satisfy ((~1 K=sup{Icl,l(j) [, Icj,ll} . 
. )= p~ /2 h(~l--i(~'~(P)(~l-i~'~; rip))) E n ----c<) np(nl,ns)=np
< np____cx) Q __cx~ Ih(~l -i(~' ~(p) d~l ) 2 .~1/2 < (Up-- Ih(~l --i5, \1/2 X (n?oo/~ np(n~n~)=n p ]2 X1/2 z 0, .....
j,1
It follows from (35) and (37) that Inj,ll < 2Kce, the estimate still being independent of the block number.
We also note that (keeping j fixed) we can take A1 and Aj as independent variables. Then ( s Aj) is the solution to the equations
,~jt~)=aj.
Let 0<r<R<oc be some numbers, that will be specified later, and e,~= max{e, diam ft,~}. Let ~=T~ "~) {(a~,aj)~c~;fa~f=R~, fajf r~}. Given a function g)(~), (ETj, we put Now we observe that
The latter equality follows from (42). Substitution of this into (43) yields the desired relation (39).
In what follows we need to locate the points (cC 2 which correspond to the points (A1, Aj)ET ('0. Given a bunch ~ of the type (kl, ..., k,), set f(m) = U ~jj(m), and T -]-(m).
Since the choice of r and R is independent of A we can now find A 0 such that, for each (e, A)-partition with A>A0, we have the right-hand side of (49) is well-defined for z satisfying (40). Actually, it has an extension to the whole C 2. The second factor on the right-hand side is uniformly bounded. In order to estimate the first factor we note that (46) and (47) 
